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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

LADDIER ADDEILR LADDY, laddish in behavior [adj] 

LADDISM ADDILMS LADDISM -S, boisterous macho behavior by lads [n -S] 

LAIRAGE AAEGILR LAIRAGE -S, place where cattle are housed at markets [n -S] 

LAIRIER AEIILRR G- LAIRIER, LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LANCHED ACDEHLN B- LANCHED, LANCH, to haul boat over ice [v] 

LANCHES ACEHLNS BP- LANCHES, LANCH, to haul boat over ice [v] 

LANGUED ADEGLNU having tongue of specified color [adj] 

LARIGAN AAGILNR LARIGAN -S, leather boot [n -S] 

LARNING AGILNNR LARN, to learn (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [v] 

LASERED ADEELRS DEALERS, LASERED, LEADERS, LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v] 

LATTERS AELRSTT BCFP- LATTERS, LATTERS, RATTLES, STARLET, STARTLE, LATTER, second mentioned person or thing of two [n] 

LAWNING AGILNNW LAWN, to cover land with ornamental grass [v] 

LEGGIES EEGGILS LEGGIES -T, LEGGY, small, salted cod [n] 

LEGHOLD DEGHLLO LEGHOLD -S, trap that catches animal by its leg [n -S] 

LETOUTS ELOSTTU LETOUTS, OUTLETS, LETOUT, something that makes it possible to avoid doing something [n] 

LEUCISM CEILMSU LEUCISM -S, unusually pale integument [n -S] 

LEUCONS CELNOSU COUNSEL, LEUCONS, UNCLOSE, LEUCON, sponge of complex structure [n] 

LEXISES EEILSSX LEXISES, SILEXES, LEXIS, vocabulary of language, group, or subject field [n] 

LIASSIC ACIILSS LIASSIC, SILICAS, of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

LIATRIS AIILRST herb with tubular flowers [n -ES] 

LIKABLY ABIKLLY BALKILY, LIKABLY, LIKABLE, pleasant (pleasing) [adv] 

LIMBOED BDEILMO LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LIMBOES BEILMOS LIMBOES, MOBILES, OBELISM, limbo [n] / LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LINCTUS CILNSTU syrupy medicine [n -ES] 

LINDIED DDEIILN LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LINHAYS AHILNSY HYALINS, LINHAYS, LINHAY, linny (row of rooms across back of house) [n] 

LINNEYS EILNNSY LINNEY, linny (row of rooms across back of house) [n] 

LINNIES EIILNNS LINNY, row of rooms across back of house [n] 

LIQUIDY DIILQUY LIQUID, substance that flows freely [adj -DIER, -DIEST] 

LISTBOX BILOSTX box on computer screen that contains list of options [n -ES] 

LITHOES EHILOST EOLITHS, HOLIEST, HOSTILE, LITHOES, LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

LIVEYER EEILRVY LIVEYER -S, livyer (permanent resident of Newfoundland) [n -S] 

LOANEES AEELNOS ENOLASE, LOANEES, LOANEE, one that receives loan [n] 

LOBTAIL ABILLOT LOBTAIL -S, (of whale) to slap its tail against surface of water [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LOCHIAS ACHILOS LOCHIAS, SCHOLIA, LOCHIA, vaginal discharge following childbirth [n] 

LOESSIC CEILOSS LOESSIC, OSSICLE, LOESS, soil deposit [adj] 

LOGOFFS FFGLOOS LOGOFF, logout (act of ending connection with computer system) [n] 

LOGOUTS GLOOSTU LOGOUT, act of ending connection with computer system [n] 

LOIASES AEILOSS LOIASIS, tropical African disease [n] 

LOIASIS AIILOSS tropical African disease [n -SES, -ES] 

LOOGIES EGILOOS GOOLIES, LOOGIES, OLOGIES, LOOGIE, bolus of phlegm [n] 

LOOKITS IKLOOST LOOKIT, to look at [v] 

LOPPETS ELOPPST LOPPETS, STOPPLE, TOPPLES, LOPPET, long-distance cross-country ski race [n] 

LORICAS ACILORS LORICA, protective covering or shell [n] 

LORNEST ELNORST LORN, abandoned [adj] 

LOUNGEY EGLNOUY loungy (suitable for lounging) [adj] 
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LOVIEST EILOSTV LOVIEST, VIOLETS, LOVEY, fondly affectionate [adj] 

LOVINGS GILNOSV LOVINGS, SOLVING, LOVING, act of expressing love [n] 

LOWBUSH BHLOSUW bush with sweet blueberries [n -ES] 

LOWPASS ALOPSSW being type of filter [adj] 

LUCIDER CDEILRU LUCID, easily understood [adj] 

LUMPIAS AILMPSU LUMPIA, Indonesian spring roll [n] 

LUNATES AELNSTU ELUANTS, LUNATES, LUNATE, crescent-shaped implement [n] 

LUVVIES EILSUVV LUVVIE, lovey (sweetheart) [n] / LUVVY [n] 

LUVVING GILNUVV LUV, to love (to feel great affection for) [v] 

LYTHRUM HLMRTUY LYTHRUM -S, flowering plant [n -S] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

LACHESES ACEEHLSS LACHES, undue delay in asserting legal right [n] 

LACRYMAL AACLLMRY LACRYMAL -S, lacrimal (small bone of eye socket) [n -S] 

LACTITOL ACILLOTT LACTITOL -S, artificial sweetener [n -S] 

LADDIEST ADDEILST LADDY, laddish in behavior [adj] 

LADDISMS ADDILMSS LADDISM, boisterous macho behavior by lads [n] 

LADYNESS ADELNSSY quality or state of being lady [n -ES] 

LAIRAGES AAEGILRS GASALIER, LAIRAGES, LAIRAGE, place where cattle are housed at markets [n] 

LAIRIEST AEIILRST G- LAIRIEST, LAIRIEST, LISTERIA, LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LAKEFILL AEFIKLLL LAKEFILL -S, area of land built by filling lake [n -S] 

LAKEHEAD AADEEHKL LAKEHEAD -S, shore of lake farthest from outlet [n -S] 

LAKELAND AADEKLLN LAKELAND -S, area with many lakes [n -S] 

LAKEVIEW AEEIKLVW LAKEVIEW, WAVELIKE, overlooking lake (sizable inland body of water) [adj] 

LAKEWARD AADEKLRW facing lake (sizable inland body of water) [adj] 

LAMBINGS ABGILMNS LAMBING, birth of lambs on farm [n] 

LAMPLESS AELLMPSS lacking lamp (device for giving light) [adj] 

LANCHING ACGHILNN B- LANCHING, LANCH, to haul boat over ice [v] 

LANDFAST AADFLNST attached to shore -- used of ice [adj] 

LANDWASH AADHLNSW shore area between high-water mark and sea [n -ES] 

LARIGANS AAGILNRS LARIGANS, SANGRAIL, LARIGAN, leather boot [n] 

LASERING AEGILNRS ALIGNERS, ENGRAILS, LASERING, NARGILES, REALIGNS, SIGNALER, SLANGIER, LASER, to treat with laser (device that amplifies light waves) [v] 

LASHLESS AEHLLSSS lacking lash (whip) [adj] 

LAVATERA AAAELRTV LAVATERA -S, plant of mallow family [n -S] 

LEADABLE AABDEELL P- LEADABLE, LEAD, to cover with lead (heavy metallic element) [adj] 

LEAFMOLD ADEFLLMO LEAFMOLD -S, soil composed mostly of decayed leaves [n -S] 

LEAFROLL AEFLLLOR LEAFROLL -S, virus disease of potatoes [n -S] 

LEAVENER AEEELNRV LEAVENER -S, LEAVENER, VENEREAL, one that has tempering influence [n -S] 

LEGHOLDS DEGHLLOS LEGHOLD, trap that catches animal by its leg [n] 

LEMONIER EEILMNOR LEMONY, LEMON, citrus fruit [adj] 

LENDINGS DEGILNNS B- LENDINGS, LENDING, act of giving something temporarily [n] 

LENSINGS EGILNNSS LENSING, act or instance of filming motion picture [n] 

LESBIGAY ABEGILSY LESBIGAY -S, lesbian, bisexual, or male homosexual [n -S] 

LEUCISMS CEILMSSU LEUCISM, unusually pale integument [n]  

LEUCOSES CEELOSSU COLEUSES, LEUCOSES, LEUCOSIS, leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [n] 

LEUCOSIS CEILOSSU COULISSE, LEUCOSIS, leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [n -SES] 

LEUCOTIC CCEILOTU LEUCOSIS, leukosis (leukemia (disease of blood-forming organs)) [adj] 
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LEXIGRAM AEGILMRX LEXIGRAM -S, symbol representing word [n -S] 

LICHGATE ACEGHILT LICHGATE -S, LICHGATE, TEIGLACH, lychgate (roofed gateway to churchyard) [n -S] 

LIFEBELT BEEFILLT LIFEBELT -S, life preserver shaped like belt [n -S] 

LIFEBUOY BEFILOUY LIFEBUOY -S, life preserver shaped like ring [n -S] 

LIKEABLY ABEIKLLY LIKEABLE, likable (pleasant (pleasing)) [adv] 

LIMBOING BGIILMNO LIMBO, to perform West Indian dance [v] 

LIMEWASH AEHILMSW mixture of lime and water for coating walls [n -ES] 

LIMONIUM IILMMNOU LIMONIUM -S, sea plant of brightly colored funnel-like flowers [n -S] 

LINDYING DGIILNNY INDIGNLY, LINDYING, LINDY, to perform fast, lively dance [v] 

LINEMATE AEEILMNT LINEMATE -S, LINEMATE, MELANITE, hockey player on same line as another [n -S] 

LINTELED DEEILLNT LINTEL, horizontal supporting beam [adj] 

LIPGLOSS GILLOPSS cosmetic for making lips glossy [n -ES] 

LIPLINER EIILLNPR LIPLINER -S, cosmetic applied to outline lips [n -S] 

LIPOGRAM AGILMOPR LIPOGRAM -S, writing in which certain letter of alphabet is omitted [n -S] 

LISPINGS GIILNPSS LISPINGS, SPILINGS, LISPING, act of lisping [n] 

LISTICLE CEIILLST LISTICLE -S, article consisting of list of items [n -S]  

LISTSERV EILRSSTV LISTSERV -S, email system that automatically sends messages to all subscribers [n -S] 

LIVEWARE AEEILRVW LIVEWARE -S, LIVEWARE, REVIEWAL, working personnel [n -S] 

LIVEWELL EEILLLVW LIVEWELL -S, container of water in boat for keeping fish alive [n -S] 

LIVEYERS EEILRSVY LIVEYER, livyer (permanent resident of Newfoundland) [n] 

LOADABLE AABDELLO LOAD, to place in or on means of conveyance [adj] 

LOAFINGS AFGILNOS FOALINGS, LOAFINGS, LOAFING, place where cattle are allowed to roam freely [n] 

LOBELESS BEELLOSS lacking lobe (rounded, projecting anatomical part) [adj] 

LOBTAILS ABILLOST LOBTAIL, (of whale) to slap its tail against surface of water [v] 

LOCAVORE ACELOORV LOCAVORE -S, one who eats foods grown locally when possible [n -S] 

LOCKLESS CEKLLOSS F- LOCKLESS, lacking lock (mechanical fastening device) [adj] 

LONGFORM FGLMNOOR long in form [adj]  

LONICERA ACEILNOR LONICERA -S, ACROLEIN, COLINEAR, LONICERA, shrub with fragrant flowers [n -S] 

LOOKITED DEIKLOOT LOOKIT, to look at [v] 

LOOTINGS GILNOOST LOOTINGS, STOOLING, TOOLINGS, LOOTING, act of stealing goods left unprotected [n] 

LOPINGLY GILLNOPY S- LOPINGLY, in manner of one that lopes [adv] 

LOQUITUR ILOQRTUU he or she speaks [v] 

LOUNGIER EGILNORU LOUNGY, suitable for lounging [adj] 

LUCIDEST CDEILSTU LUCID, easily understood [adj] 

LUNGEING EGGILNNU LUNGE, to make forceful forward movement [v] 

LUNGLESS EGLLNSSU having no lung [adj] 

LUSTRINE EILNRSTU LUSTRINE -S, INSULTER, LUSTRINE, lustring (glossy silk fabric) [n -S] 

LYCHGATE ACEGHLTY LYCHGATE -S, roofed gateway to churchyard [n -S] 

LYCOPSID CDILOPSY LYCOPSID -S, type of club moss [n -S] 

LYMPHOUS HLMOPSUY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

LYTHRUMS HLMRSTUY LYTHRUM, flowering plant [n] 
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